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In 1975. a review o/the literature on social science knowledge use in 
public policy divided the work into three categories: theories and 
arguments that account for the problem of knowledge utilization in 
terms of the very nature of the social sciences; theories that attribute the 
problem to the distinctive characteristics of the two communities 
involved (science on the one hand and the political system on the other 
hand); and perspectives that relate problems of knowledge use to the 
special conditions and constraints of the policymaking process. I Among 
these approaches, it is the two-communities perspective that has been 
most influential in orienting our thinking about knowledge use, and 
with good reason (Rich, 1979a; Holzner and Marx, 1979: 107ff.; 
Caplan, 1979; Dunn, 1980). For example, it has alerted us to the 
different assumptions and interests on which social scientists and 
decision makers ground their activities (Zaltman, 1977) and has 
suggested ways of improving the linkage between social research and the 
policymaking process (Weiss, 1978). 

However, these early advantages of the two-communities theory may 
also account for its major theoretical limitation. I would propose that 
the two-communities theory attributes to the differences between 
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science and public policy what are in fact features of social practice in 
general. As I shall illustrate, the problem of knowledge use is neither an 
authentic problem ofthe social sciences nor, for that matter, a problem 
of any science. Rather, it is a problem of the temporal and contextual 
nature of practical action and of the resulting underdelerminalion of 
social practice by knowledge or rule structures. This article is an attempt 
to widen the scope of the current debate about the gap between know
ledge and policy by pointing out some features of practical action 
relevant to a theory of utilization. My argument will be that our failure 
to construe practice other than "negatively," that is, other than as the 
execution of some underlying causal or normative structure, may ac
count for some of the problems encountered in understanding utili
zation. I will also suggest that some notion of "self-structuration" of 
social practice will be fundamental to a theory of utilization. 

The Inauthenticity oJ the Social Science 
P,oblem oJ Knowledge Use 

To expound the thesis that the logic of utilization may have less to do 
with the specific discrepancies between science and policy than with 
general features of social practice, let me first turn to the natural and 
technological sciences. Presumably, these sciences do not have a 
problem of knowledge utilization. The rationale for the continued 
financing of the "basic" sciences is that they pave the way for 
technological success, and science in general is held to demonstrate its 
objectivity through successful application. Yet recent evidence suggests 
that we may have been all too ready to take such claims at face value. 

Consider the alleged connection between basic research and tech
nological innovation. In a summary of part of the literature relevant 
here, Mulkay (1979: 70) illustrates that the relationship between 
academic (basic) research and practical application is at best weak and 
indirect. For example, a number of studies of recent innovations 
sponsored by the National Academy of Sciences showed that in none of 
the cases could the technological innovation be seen as a direct 
consequence of advances in basic science. Similarly, a British study of84 

, technological innovations found no more than "a small handful of direct 
connections" to basic research, despite the fact that it "set out 
deliberately to look for them."2 Historical evidence suggests that often a 
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history of technological work provides the context out of which 
technological innovations emerge) It has also suggested that a social 
and cognitive gap exists between contexts of practical application and 
the settings oriented toward basic research, which prevents effective 
cooperation among scientists and practitioners (Lay ton, 1977, 1978). 

The reader will recognize a problem here that we commonly ascribe 
to the social sciences. Not only does the relationship between basic 
research and technological innovation appear to be problematic, but 
also the applicability of the applied sciences themselves. Modern 
medicine provides the most striking example. We know that the 
mortality from infectious diseases has declined conspicuously in 
Western societies since the middle ofthe last century. Until recently, this 
decline was invariably attributed to advances in the medical sciences. 
Yet increasingly available historical evidence makes it clear that most of 
the decline must have taken place long before the respective therapies 
were introduced into medical practice.4 According to McKeown (1976: 
93ff.), 57% of the decline in the death rate from respiratory tuberculosis 
occurred before the beginning of the present century, yet effective 
chemotherapy did not begin until 1947.~ Similarly, 95% of the overall 
improvement in mortality from cholera and related diseases is said to 
have taken place by the time intravenous therapy was introduced. 
Mortality from typhus, too, fell rapidly toward the end of the last 
century, and no specific medical measures influenced this decline. The 
same can apparently be said for virtually all infectious diseases. As 
Mulkay (1979: 73) concludes, 

The decline in mortality from infectious diseases is the most significant 
medical achievement of modern times. It is commonly assumed that this 
achievement is primarily a product of applied science .... Detailed 
examination of the historical evidence, however, seems to show unambi
guously that medical science has made only a marginal contribution to 
this practical achievement. If this realm of practical action is at all 
representative, much of what we take for granted about the practical 
efficacy of science may be quile illusory [emphasis added]. 

Direct observation of technological science at work confirms the 
problematic nature of practical application in the applied sciences. In 
the case of the development of a recycling process I recorded,6 which was 
later successfully introduced in several industrial plants. the success was 
attributed to a law that threatened to close the plants if they would not 
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abide by its demands (which the process fulfilled). Although it cost some 
industries not more than "to buy a lOO feet of a 4 inch pipe" to 
incorporate the recycling process, researchers knew that "without that 
pressure [of the law] it would have been very difficult" to get the process 
accepted in practice. This was despite the fact that technologists had 
demonstrated that the process could save the plants approximately 
$30,000 a year. Technological science papers do, of course, routinely 
invoke practical problems as ones they appear to address themselves, yet 
what these references accomplish is a management of relevance 
detached from actual practice.7 In short, whether we start from ac
knowledged practical successes, such as the decline of mortality from 
infectious diseases or from scientists' technological achievements, such 
as the aforementioned recycling process, the connections between 
science, technOlogy, and practice appear to be as uncertain as they are 
deplored to be in the social sciences. 

Let us now go one step further and consider the question of 
knowledge use within science itself. It has long been assumed that the 
purpose of scientific work is to produce results that other scientists find 
useful, that they can build upon in future work. Thus, scientists are in a 
similar position in regard to their peer-clients as social scientists are in 
regard to political clients. The information scientists produce must 
persuade other scientists to pick up on the issue and put it into research 
practice; it is through successful application oftheir results by peers that 
they accumulate scientific capital (scientific credit). 

Yet it has also been known for some time that the vast majority of 
scientific results reported in papers are apparently never read and 
certainly never cited by otherscientists.8 Furthermore, those papers that 
are noted appear to be cited for many different reasons, among which 
opportunism and the support of preexisting arguments (legitimation) 
are not the least to mention. If the research results that actually become 
incorporated into new scientific work constitutes only a small subgroup 
of the papers cited in the literature, then we can say that the vast 
majority of scientific results do not find their way into (future) scientific 
practice. Furthermore, results that are utilized routinely undergo 
transformations: The problems are analogous rather than identical and 
hence promote selective modification. Theoretical interpretations are 
reconstructured in context so that changes of meaning are unavoidable. 
and techniques are adapted to new measurement situations. Except in 
the case of controversy, nothing induces a scientist to engage in pure 
replications of previous results. Moreover, what counts as a successful 
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replication or application of a previous finding can itself become highly 
controversial and is subject to continual negotiation (CoUins, 1975). 

To conclude this section, let me stress that knowledge utilization 
within the natural and technological sciences, as well as between these 
sciences and practical action, appears highly problematic-so much so 
that decision experts have suggested seriously that scientists might 
profit from market research and planning to get their products utilized 
(Canton, 1979). The case of the natural and technological sciences 
suggests that the gap between social science knowledge and public 
policy may well be a special case of a much broader phenomenon. 

The Applicability oJ 
Rules and Regullltions 

Let us now turn from the context of knowledge utilization to the con
text of the "application" of legal or social rules. It is clear that there is a 
certain similarity between the two kinds of problems. Knowledge 
appears to be generated with a view to its practical application or 
utilization by other scientists; similarly, legal or organizational rules are 
installed with a view to particular practical effects it is hoped they will 
bring about. Scientifically warranted knowledge of a phenomenon 
presumably renders the phenomenon predictable and controllable; legal 
or organizational rules have the similar purpose of rendering a field of 
action under control.9 

The shift toward a consideration of rules as applied in practice allows 
us to observe problems of utilization under conditions more severe than 
those that regularly hold in the context of knowledge application. 
Unlike a knowledge claim promoted by a social scientist, a legal rule, for 
example, is supposed to be applied where appropriate, regardless of the 
desires of those involved. Furthermore, specially instituted law enforce
ment agencies assure that rules are complied with; failure to comply may 
result in severe sanctions. On the other hand, little enforces the 
application of knowledge other than a practical interest in the results. In 
contrast to the context of knowledge utilization, the context of rules 
provides us with a model of intentionally guaranteed literal application. 

It is perhaps the single most consistent finding of recent microsocio
logical investigations of the use of rules that formal rules are virtually 
always interpreted in practice against a background of situational 
features (see Cicourel, 1968; Zimmerman, 1970; Wieder, 1973; Mehan 
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and Wood, 1975: Ch. 4). In this process, the meaning of a rule is 
successfully modified, and its applicability is negotiated or suspended. 
The phenomenon has been referred to as the "et cetera aspect" 
(Garfinkel, 1967: 2IOff.) or the "essential incompleteness" (Mehan and 
Wood, 1975: 78) of rules. To quote Wittgenstein (1968: 28): 

What is 'to learn a rule'?-That. What is it 'to make a mistake in its 
application,?-That. And what is being pointed to here is something 
indefinite. 

Rules are applied within a web of practical circumstances that fill in 
this incompleteness, and that have the effect that rule use is neither 
automatic nor consistent. As Cicourel (1968: 170ff.) demonstrates in his 
extensive study of rule interpretation in legal and police settings, a police 
officer does not apply the curfew law in the sense of "anywhere and 
always arrest any youngster you see out after curfew." Depending on 
the practical circumstances, the police mayor may not be concerned 
with a juvenile'S drinking or curfew violation. Subsequently, a court 
order regarding the terms of a probation mayor may not be modified so 
that it leads to youth authority placement, and newspapers may report 
or ignore the incidence. In a case involving "almost kicking to death" a 
youngster, imputations can be pushed in the direction of criminality or 
illness, or left ambiguous altogether, in which case the matter can be 
transformed from a "serious" assault into "something that shouldn't 
have happened." Cicourel (1968: 291) imputes such transformations to 
the mobilization of family resources in favor of tacit reinterpretations 
assuring that many juveniles never reach court. The phenomenon is well 
known. It points to the negotiation of what counts as a violation ofthe 
law and as appropriate punishment against a background of "relevant" 
circumstances, which include the respectability and the functioning of 
the family from which the juvenile comes. 

The question is, of course, how much even a formally codified, legally 
sanctioned rule can explain actual practice if there is not only an 
occasional deviation from the rule, but a systematic circumstantial 
variation and suspension of its meaning. In his study of the functioning 
of kinship rules among Kabylian tribes, Bourdieu (1977: 46ff.) con
cludes that practical interests continually override existing rules, and 
that the anthropologist who treats native kinship regulations as a system 
specifying actual social structure has been duped to take the official 
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definition of reality at face value. Forexample. the genealogical rule and 
stated ideal of parallel cousin marriage (marriage of the father's 
brother's or mother's sister's offspring) in practice appears often as a 
forced choice tbat only imposes itself in extreme circumstances. as 
when a man without a male heir marries his daughter to a brother's son 
whose house will in any case inherit the possessions of the "failed" man 
as well as his obligations toward the girl. Normally the arrangement of 
marriages, far from obeying the rule. depends directly on the practical 
state of kinship relations, and on the state of power relations between 
the lineages united in the previous generation. Moreover, when parallel 
cousin marriage takes place the reasons for and functions of the choice 
differ widely, thus displaying the dissimilarity of practices which the 
anthropologist assimilates under the same covering rule. 

Based on several studies of rules in organizational settings, Zimmer
man and Wieder (1970: 292f.) have argued that the fact that participants 
continually invoke rules is an indication not of compliance or noncom
pliance per se, but of their description of courses of action as orderly, 
coherent, precedented. and the like. Thus, while the orderly flow of 
events can often be maintained by systematic and ad hoc violations of 
relevant rules, members account for this in terms of the rule-governed 
character of their conduct. The picture we get is that rules are virtually 
never simply applied in practice, nor do they unequivocally restrict 
practical action. Rather, they are part of the materials that constantly 
combine into meaningful patterns of practical action, like the materials 
of a tinkerer combine into ever new patchworks which vary the use and 
the meaning of the original ingredients. And they are part of members' 
self-referential reconstruction of practical action, in which rules are 
invoked to display the order, coherence, and moral warranting of 
events. ID 

The conclusion we can drawwith respect to the problem of utilization 
is that even when application is normatively sanctioned and authority 
enforced, as in the case of formal rules, the practical use of an item 
remains problematic and often results in a perversion of original 
meanings. Knowledge. of course, is as "essentially incomplete" as rules. 
Like rules, the empirical findings of science are inconclusive in 
themselves; they depend on background assumptions and need to be 
assessed in specific technical and social contexts. The case of rules 
permits us to see that the problem of utilization or application runs more 
deeply than received formulations suggest. 
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The Contextuality 0/ 
Practical Action 

One implication of the situation described so far is that our failure to 
construct practice other than negatively (Bourdieu, 1917: 26) may 
account for the difficulties encountered with standard models of 
knowledge use or of rule application. Linguistics provides perhaps the 
best illustration for this failure. Saussure's distinction between langue 
and parole, between the system of language on the one hand and 
language use (speech) on the other, reduces speech to the execution of 
the rules that constitute the system of la langue. This subordination of 
practice under a covering rule model reappears in Chomsky's distinction 
between competence and performance, in French logical structuralism, 
and presumably in all social theories that work with an explanatory 
model of rules or norms. It has been challenged by Wittgenstein's 
insistence on the priority of practice itself in regard to rules and 
meanings, as well as by post-Chomskyan syntax theory, by some recent 
directions in sociolinguistics. and by studies such as those mentioned 
above in connection with the imcompleteness of rules.!! 

What if we now attempt to follow this lead and conceive of practical 
action positively rather than negatively, superordinated rather than 
subordinated to some preceding or underlying structure-when we 
substitute for the model of practice as execution a model of practice as 
self-organizing, constructive social action? To be sure, there is a sense in 
which practical action is always a parasite on the past. Yet there is also a 
sense in which actual practice takes over and selectively reconstitutes 
preceding or overarching structures. The crux of the difference between 
practice as execution and practice as sel/-structuration is that in the 
latter case practice is neither seen as (fully) determined nor as 
sufficiently specified by some covering rules of or knowledgeable 
scenarios for practical action. What does this mean? 

It is common to associate intentionality and reflexivity with individ
ual persons, and to derive from this explanations of social action in 
terms of individual attitudes and motivations, voluntaristic conceptions 
of decision-making, and quasi-economic interest models of individual 
action. As Goffman (1972: 63) pointed out in an article. "The Neglected 
Situation," the implicaton of most social research has been that "social 
situations do not have properties and a structure of their own, but 
merely mark ... the geometric intersection of actors making talk and 
actors bearing particular social attributes." In contrast, investigations of 
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social action in situ display social situations as a reality sui generis which 
entails a dynamics and organization that cannot be predicted from the 
attributes or single participants in the situation.l 2 

How does this reality sui generis, which defies the execution model of 
practical action, come about? To begin with, time- and space-bound 
situatedness entails that the simple (local) circumstances of action are of 
crucial relevance in shaping this action. In a literal (and narrow) sense, 
circumstances refer to "that which stands around." Thus they refer to 
the features of the site of practical action, including its physical 
characteristics. But the circumstances or action also point to less 
tangible matters such as the commitments of the participants in a social 
situation or conditions of the larger environment. For the practical 
actions scientists take in a laboratory, the current policy and spending of 
the NSF or the existence of an energy crisis appears to be as relevant a 
part of the circumstances of their action as the availability or 
nonavailability of a particular piece of equipment or of certain kinds of 
testing services. Circumstances not only "occasion" particular courses 
of action, they are also actively attended to and manipulated by the 
participants of social action. It is part of what could be called the 
opportunistic logic of practical action that circumstances appear to be 
reflexively organized in terms of obstacles and opportunities, in terms 
of the potential they hold and the troubles they represent. Note that my 
use of the notion of opportunism does not impute to agents faulty 
procedures, but is inteded to stress the contextually contingent out
comes of social action. 

A second constitutive feature of situated social practice is the 
indexicality of this practice, in the sense that rules and decision criteria, 
and more generally definitions of the situation, are interpreted in 
context, a phenomenon discussed previously. The phenomenon is 
important because it is the concrete, local translation of rules or decision 
criteria that determines the selections that are made and that subse
quently shapes the outcomes of these selections. For example, a 
criterion such as the costs of a process has variable indexical meanings: 
needs of equipment, labor intensity, energy consumption, or health 
hazards may all be referred to as costs and translated into financial 
expenses. Yet practical action and its products are oriented by the 
concrete form the criterion takes, that is, by a preference for technical 
instruments rather than human labor, by the choice of an instrument 
with lower energy consumption but higher maintenance costs rather 
than the ot her way round, and so on. It is the concrete selections made in 
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practical action in which "that which stands around" reappears, and in 
which time- and space-bound circumstances of broader relevance (such 
as the year-to-year government policy) come to bear. This formulation 
does not exclude practitioners' invocation of general principles, as in 
accounting for practical action. But it ties the efficacy of such principles 
to the meaning and relevance they adopt in concrete situations. 

The oscillation of rules and decision criteria, or of definitions of the 
situation, can also be linked to this indexicality. If the concrete 
interpretations of rules and decision criteria are contingent upon the 
context out of which they arise, these interpretations, are likely to vary 
over different situations; moreover, these interpretations need not be 
consistent with each other. To draw upon my own observations ofscien
tific work, a thoroughly applied project designed to determine how pro
tein additives affect the volume and texture of sample size breads may 
suddenly take a fundamental turn and end up testing chemical composi
tions of ingredients that only in a famine could be considered as food. 
Alertness to increasing energy costs will give rise to the development of a 
technique of protein generation that is extremely economical in regard 
to energy, yet during the experiments it turns out that the costs of the 
chemical precipitation agents used never bothered the scientists. The 
entire thrust of research on single-ceIJ proteins is that cheap and 
abundant protein suitable for human consumption can be isolated from 
the cells of certain microorganisms. Yet the research has taken to a 
homogenization method involving liquid C02, which costs about 
$ I 0.000 per 1,000 grams of microbial protein. Furthermore, it has taken 
to a method of dissolving the protein by means of potentially toxic 
organic compounds in the process of chemically modifying the protein 
to make it more suitable for human consumption. The results is a 
"cheap" protein that turns out be be tremendously expensive to produce 
and that is adapted to human needs by the use of substances potentially 
toxic to the human organism. 1J 

Needless to say, goals are usually adjusted to suit the course practical 
action takes, and practical action is adjusted to suit the circumstances 
created by previous activities. I do not mean to suggest that we cannot 
find any consistent criteria translations or rule applications in a natural 
course of action. Such consistency. however, cannot simply be pre
supposed, and it may have more to do with self-referential efforts at 
consistency-making and with post hoc and ex ante schematizations of 
local decision translations than with any inherent logic of practical 
action. 
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Indexical courses of practical action are not only made consistent; 
indexicality is also continually transformed into presumably context
independent "lexical" constructions. 14 Opportunism and indexicality 
are essential features of the "occasioned" accomplishment of practical 
action which are eliminated in routine transformations of indexicality 
into lexicality. However, like locally accomplished transactions, these 
transformations appear to be in principle always open to reinterpreta
tions based on contestations and negotiations. This implies that 
practical action, in essence, is anything but an individual achievement. 

The last feature of social practice to which I want to draw attention is 
its transactive nature. which presupposes a unit of action composed of at 
least a dyad of participants. Phenomena such as control, cooperation, 
competition, influence. and power all require that we take into account a 
basic, albeit usually unbalanced, reciprocity of practical action that is 
directed toward and sustained by the conduct of other social agents. 
Exchange theories have provided an external formulation of the 
phenomenon; sym bolic interactionism in the wake of Mead and Cooley, 
or in the more recent formulations of Blumer and Goffman, has 
provided another conception based on the reflexivity of human agents. 
But whether we agree with these respective theoretical models or not, the 
point is that the basic observables of practical action will have to be 
conceptually specified as imeracts rather than acts. IS This entails that 
decisions, whether they are taken in the family, in a scientific laboratory, 
or in the political arena, must be seen as in principle negotiated, which 
means that they arise out of the consideration of or out of direct 
confrontation with other relevant agents. 

U nderdetermination, or the 
Temporality 0/ Practical Action 

In the last section I emphasized such space-bound properties of 
practical action as its opportunism, indexicality, and interactive nature. 
In the following, I will focus more directly on the temporal structure of 
practical action. The basic assumption here is that whatever the overall 
appearance of stability of social practice, the integration of different 
scenes of practical action proceeds through a series of transformations. 
The claims I have made concerning the contextual contingency and 
oscillation of practical action have already hinted at this temporal 
structure. Contextual contingency is also contingency in time, and the 
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very emphasis on social situations entails the possibility of variations 
over space and time. 

But there is more to the temporality of practical action that warrants 
attention. I will begin by focusing on the indeterminacy of practical 
action implied by the properties discussed. 16 If local conditions and 
circumstances occasion practical action, then we cannot predict the 
outcome of these occasions from knowledge of single components of the 
respective circumstances. If social situations are marked by an (inter
actional) dynamic of their own, then we cannot predict the outcome of 
the situation from knowing some characteristics of the actors who 
engage in the situation. The contextual contingencies and social 
dynamics of practical action jeopardize the hope of the social scientist to 
specify (and thereby to control) the course of social action. 

Perhaps surprisingly, this incapacity does not necessarily render the 
prospects for the social sciences even more gloomy than they have been 
in the past. Quite to the contrary, it can also be seen as a necessary 
correlate of, if not a prerequisite for, the evolution of practical action. 
Recent developments in thermodynamics (Nicolis and Prigogine, 1977) 
and in systems theory (Foerster, 1960) demonstrate the creation of 
"order out of disorder," or more precisely, of information out of noise 
and of organization out of chance interference. To give a simple 
example (Atlan, 1979: 47), let us consider a communicative link between 
the subsystems A and B within a more global system. If there is no error 
in the messages transmitted from A to B, then B's information will be an 
exact copy of A's, and the total information of both will be identical with 
that of A. If the number of errors corresponds to the amount of 
information A transmits, this information will be lost and we cannot 
even talk about transmission. In this case the structure of B will be 
completely independent of that of A, and the total information of both 
corresponds to that of A plus that of B. To the degree the global system 
depends on the communication between A and B, this total indepen
dence amounts to a destruction of the global system. With regard to the 
amount of information of the global system, the optimum is neither 
total dependence nor total independence, but a nonzero transmission of 
information and a certain amount of error in the transmission. It is in 
this sense that indeterminacy (corresponding to some error or to partial 
independence) enables (occasions) the occurrence of new information, 
and appears to be a precondition of human learning and progressive 
self-structuration. 
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Within the current debates concerning scientific realism, a problem 
known as the under determination of theory by data in regard to theory 
choice and theory change appears to challenge the idea that scientific 
theories are to be taken as literal descriptions of the world (see Hesse, 
1980). Here we are confronted with. the reverse problem of an under
determination of data, or practice, by theory, due to the indeterminacy I 
have claimed to be inherent in practical action. In the language of 
systems theory this means that we have to go beyond the long- accom
plished insight that social action takes place in systems open to their 
environment. It means that we have to conceive of these sy'stems as non
equilibrium systems whose inner dynamic drives them to reconstitute 
themselves in continually new structures of which always more than one 
appear to be offered for choice. The open-systems conception postulates 
a stepwise adaptation of a system to its environment until equilibrium is 
reached. Within the systems perspective invoked here, the conditions of 
nonequilibrium and self-reinforcement are added to the condition of 
openness. The interactions between systems and environment become 
intensified rather than equilibrated, and they potentially result in the 
evolution of the system through an indefinite sequence of instabilities 
that force the system into ever new structures. 

There are always at least two directions in which the system may 
evolve. and these directions are decided in a process of spontaneous, 
underdetermined formation (Jantsch, 1980: 42ff., 47). Note that the 
same indeterminacy holds in natural systems. Theories of evolution. 
including those ofthe evolution of the universe, specify chance processes 
as among their most important mechanisms. Because of chance 
processes (or indeterminacy). which are considered necessary for the 
origin and development of matter and life, the concrete path of a system 
cannot be predicted. whether it is of the order of a physical body. a 
biological species. or a chemical dissipative structure. 

Note also that the indeterminacy of practical action postulated by the 
thesis of underdetermination is not only a potential nightmare for the 
social scientist. but also an ever-present concern for participants 
themselves. As at least some theorists have argued (most notably. 
Luhmann. 1981). uncertainty or complexity reduction is one of the 
major preoccupations of social life. But to deal with the phenomenon in 
terms of uncertainty reduction is to remain within the framework of 
received information theory. for which the second law of thermody
namics with its emphasis on an invariable increase of entropy (here. 
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uncertainty, complexity, disorder) has been central,17 Within this 
framework, it is the fight against a continually produced disorder that is 
imperative. In contrast, the framework chosen here considers disorder 
or complexity as a positive "force" that gives rise to social change, that 
is, to new forms of perception and social organization. 

The thesis of underdetermination and ofthe (re)constructive and self
organizing features of practice has consequences for our understanding 
the problem of knowledge use. I take the correlate of under deter mina
tion relevant here to be the local convertibility and essential contesta-
bilitylS of structures presumed to rule action (like laws and regulations, 
knowledge or plans), This convertibility and contestability derive from 
the time- and space-bound nature of practical action outlined before, 
and they have to be incorporated in our theory of utilization. 

Let me first consider the concept of convertibility. Based on a 
sampling of recent studies of utilization, Ca plan (1980: 9) has concluded 
that the phenomenon most ignored, and yet hinted at under different 
names by several investigators, is that of the "throughput" activities that 
account for the "gross discrepancies" between the knowledge input and 
the result when knowledge is used in practice. Relevant here are 
knowledge transformations related to a change of the relevant frames of 
reference (Holzner and Fisher, 1979), the "internal redesign" of 
innovation stressed by Munson and Pelz (1980), the "discursive process
ing" of knowledge in the context of its "decision-preparatory" function 
(Knorr, 1977), or the internal "reinvention" of ideas reported by 
Havelock (1974) and Larsen and Argawala-Rogers (1977),19 Also 
implicated are phenomena of "misinterpretation" (Cook et al., 1980), as 
well as the transformations implied when research results meet the 
interests of decision makers, even though these interests have not been 
sufficiently taken into account in the research (Knorr, 1980), and the 
transformations of definitions of the problem reported by Rich (l979b) 
as programs pass through different levels of administrative implementa
tion (Duster, 1981), With regard to the diffusion of innovation, Rice and 
Rogers (J 980) have stressed the frequency of modifications and selective 
rejections of components of innovations when they are implemented, a 
process that results in variations similar to those mentioned before. 
They quote Berman's and McLaughlin's (1978: 37) study of federal 
programs designed to promote educational change: 

We found that the same innovation typically was implemented differently 
in different school districts, in different classrooms within the same 
school. Moreover, "packaged" projects, which prescribed procedures for 
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teachers and project directors in ways that precluded the innovation's 
adaptation to the local setting, typically could not be implemented 
effectively [emphasis added]. 

If the assumptions I have made about the contextual and temporal 
structure of practical action are correct, then it follows that the 
transformation and "thoughput" phenomena described in the above 
studies are not simply the side effect of deviant or sloppy impler.1enta
tion procedures. Nor will it do to recognize such transformations as "not 
necessarily bad," a stance toward the phenomenon of reinvention Rice 
and Rogers recommend. Rather, it would seem that we have to change 
our perspective and consider these transformations in the light of the 
self-structuring nature of practice described before as an inherent 
feature of practical action. And we may have to consider the possibility 
that it is actually the convertibility of knowledge that is at stake in 
processes of knowledge utilization. In other words, it may well be the 
degree to which a knowledge claim can be seen as a resource to be 
converted into something else by relevant agents that is crucial for its 
acceptance. 

To illustrate, consider the case of a model successfully adopted in 
recent years in high energy physics. Between 1974 and 1976, a number of 
highly unusual particles were discovered in this area, and a variety of 
theoretical models were proposed to account for the particles. Foremost 
among them were the "charm" and "color" models. The account we have 
of the final acceptance of the charmonium model stresses the following 
factors (Pickering, 1980: 1 25ff.): First, the model was intuitively 
transparent to any trained physicist; thus whenever a mismatch with 
reality occurred, essentially anyone could fix the problem, and others 
could appreciate the work. Second, the charmonium model made 
quarks-which since their invention in 1964 had remained an embar
rassment to physicists-as real as electrons, and hence validated the 
considerable amount of work that had been done on quarks. Conse
quently, the more one believed in and had utilized the quark concept, the 
more one was inclined to interpret available data as a validation of the 
charmonium model. The more one believed in the charmonium model, 
the more one was inclined to believe in and utilize quarks. Most 
important, the charmonium model generated not only a series of puzzles 
with which scientists could deal in experimental practice, but also a 
series of predictions that became food for an active stream of normal 
science. The color model, on the other hand, failed on all of these 
dimensions. It neither intersected with a series of acknowledged, 
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preexisting research programs nor gave rise to an active stream of 
research in connection with its predictions and puzzles. Explanation of 
negative evidence that both models produced remained sociologically 
ad hOC,20 exactly in the sense of explaining away the problem without 
making it researchable and practically resolvable. 

The example illustrates not only the convertibility I have in mind, but 
also the interrelatedness of various forms of utilization. In the above 
case, acceptance of the knowledge claim hinges on two facts. The first is 
that the claim relates to a body of practice that it warrants and reinforces 
and thus for which it provides legitimation. The second is that the claim 
acts as a resource that gives rise to new practice, in this case to the 
development of research products of the recipients themselves. In the 
first case it appears that the knowledge claim "catches on" because it can 
be converted into a warrant of, and a means to continue, previous 
practice; in the second it catches on because it can be converted into new 
practice. In both cases reinvestmem of the knowledge claim is a 
condition for its survival. Reinvestment here means that the knowledge 
claim becomes incorporated and reprocessed within the web of interests 
and activities in which recipients are engaged. 

Thus the convertibility thesis maintains that knowledge claims that 
cannot be converted into the currency of a locally defined field of action 
remain sociologically ad hoc in the sense illustrated. Of course, a 
knowledge claim that appears to be ad hoc at a given time and place need 
not remain so in the future; conversely, future practices often effectively 
undermine the ground from which these practices have originally risen. 
Recall, for example, the presently widespread doubts regarding the 
American busing experiment, which turns on the issue of white flight 
from inner-city public schools in response to busing. If we construe 
practice negatively as the mere execution of some preexisting structures. 
then counteractive consequences such as those in response to busing, 
which have not been foreseen by the Coleman report (CoIlins, 1979: 
173). will remain an embarrassment On the other hand. if we conceive 
of practical action as underdetermined by preexisting structures and as 
self-structuring. then unintended consequences of one kind or another 
will be expected to occur. It will also be clear that we cannot hope to 
anticipate and neutralize such counteractive consequences in advance. 

Counteractive consequences can be seen in the light of processes of 
comestation. which are analytically distinctive from processes of 
conversion. In the social sciences. most proposals for change and reform 
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will be essentially contested proposals, which means that they are likely 
to meet with open or hidden, immediate or delayed, suspicion and 
resistance. This is where the metaphor of jurisprudence proposed by 
Dunn (forthcoming) as a model for the process of reasoned argument 
and world-view-mediated judgment through which social reforms are 
achieved is so useful. Notice that processes of contestation do not 
necessarily end when a public argument is closed by a political decision, 
and physical moves such as the white flight from the inner city caU for 
further measures in due course. The notion of utilization needed here is 
that of an interactive process in which social scientists do not, in 
principle, fare better than participants themselves: they can only 
negotiate (in the broadest sense of the word) certain steps at a time, and 
they will have to design and negotiate further action as the field of 
practice restructures itself. 

Quite obviously, processes of contestation are not independent of 
processes of conversion. In fact, participants' contestations of a 
proposal may be one of the main sources for its selective rejection and 
modification, and hence for its transformation. Yet processes of 
conversion also result from reinterpretations of a proposal against the 
background of local circumstances and interest affiliations, as indicated 
before. Like processes of conversion, processes of contestation have to 
be seen in the light of the contextual and temporal structure of practical 
action, particularly of its interactive nature. As suggested, this inter
active nature entails that social action is marked by a dynamic of its 
own. It is this dynamic that becomes visible in the production of 
counteractive consequences as a routine feature of everyday life. 

Conclusion 

To conclude, let me stress that the thesis of underdetermination, its 
pessimistic ring concerning knowledge utilization notwithstanding, can 
be seen as a source of consolation for the social scientist. First, as 
pointed out, it is not at all clear that the social sciences are in a worse 
position in regard to both prediction and knowledge use than the 
natural and technological sciences. Second, the social sciences obvi
ously play a key role insofar as the self-reference of social systems is 
concerned, which means in regard to the articulation and accounting of 
social practice, which appear to be a precondition of social learning. 
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Third and perhaps most important, processes of contestation and 
conversion of knowledge claims correspond at the same time to the 
spontaneous (unpredictable, that is, chance-enhanced) self-determina-
tion of social practice. Self-determination precludes the social sciences 
from effectively engineering social practice, but it by no means precludes 
them from modalizing-and from thereby co-producing-the direction 
the social process takes. And while we may not' be in a position to 
achieve causally efficacious control of social life and hence to remedy 
self-determination, at least some of us may not want to see it remedied in 
the first place. 

Notes 

1. Compare Caplan et al. (197S). Caplan later elaborated his classification to include 
five categories (1980). 

2. The American study focused on recent innovations in "materials" (Materials 
Advisory Board, 1966). The British study focused on innovations that had been granted 
the Queen's Award in 1966 and 1967 (Langrish et al., 1972). 

3. See, for example. Lay ton's (197&: &1) study of the development of the Francis 
turbine, which traces the invention back to the interactions of American millwrights and 
engineers. 

4. See the summary of this evidence in Mulkay (1979: 72ff.) for further details. 
S. The figures come from England and Wales and are assumed to be similar for other 

Western countries. 
6. The study was done during 1976-1977 at a large research laboratory in BerkeJey, 

California, with a goup focusing on plant protein research. Results reported in this article 
that are based on the observation of scientists at work are taken from this study. For more 
details (not pertinent here), see Knorr-Cetina (19&la: Ch. I). 

7. Technological science articles published in technological science journals do not in 
general directly address nor reach the practitioners in industry whose problems they say 
they solve (Knorr-Cetina. 19&1a: Ch. S). 

8. Similar results have been obtained ill regard to scientific productivity: the vast 
majority of scientists have either published no papers at all, or at most one to two papers 
(Loth. 1926). For citation analyses, see Cole and Cole (1973) and the critical appraisal by 
Turner and Chubin (1976). 

9. Differences between the functioning of scientific knowledge (scientific laws) and 
the functioning of rules due to distinctions between causal and normative mechanisms 
have long been a focus of attention (see Winch, 19S8) and need not occupy us here. First, 
these distinctions tend to get blurred as natural laws come to be seen less as statements 
about constant conjunctions of events than as normic and transfactual statements which. 
analogous to rules. "situate limits and impose constraints on the types of action possible 
for a given kind of thing" (Bhaskar. 1978: IOS; see also Anscombe, 1971)~ Second, my 
interest here is not in the epistemological status of rules. but in the functioning of rules in 
practice. or in what they can teach us about the problem of utilization. For a collection of 
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viewpoints regarding the functioning of rules. see Collett (1977). particularly the 
introductory chapter. 

10. For an application of these findings to the operation of norms in science see 
Mulkay (1980). 

11. Post-Chomskyan syntax theory is most relevant here because of its critique of the 
competence-performance distinction. It is best exemplified in the work of Lakoff (for 
eltample, 1972). For the kind ofsociolinguistics 1 have in mind, see Hymes (1974). For an 
emerging pragmatic turn in social theory see Collins (1981) and my own work on the 
microsociological challenge of macro50ciology (Knorr-Cetina, 198Ib). 

12. I do not advocate the limitation of the notion of a situation of face-to-face 
interaction that Goffman and others have propagated. In a time of long-distance talk and 
telecommunication, it may be accessibility, and not physical presence, that constitutes 
social situations (see Giddens, 1981). It is also obvious that mental and verbal references 
can always transcend an immediate situation. Hence situations are never limited to 
physical presence. 

13. Knorr-Cetina (198Ia: Ch. 2). 
14. See Knorr-Cetina (198 la: Ch. 5). This point is considered of crucial importance by 

Bill Dunn, who suggested to me the term ~Iexicalityff (personal communication). See also 
Dunn (1981) for an argument as to the contested nature of issues oCknowledge utilization. 

IS. See, Cor example, Weick's (1969: 31ff., 38) propagation of interacts rather than 
acts as the basic unit of organization. 

16. For an interesting illustration as to the possible contribution of indeterminacy to 
recognition and eminence in science. see Turner and Chubin (1979). 

17. Notice that my use of the notion "uncertainty" here does not refer to individual 
agents' insecurity in regard to problem solutions. though such aspects may be implicated 
in the process outlined. Among other things, it is the simple physical or mental presence of 
other individuals with whom a definition of the situation must be negotiated that 
introduces indeterminacy and a dynamics sui generis to a process. An interesting question 
(raised by one of the reviewers oC this essay) is 10 what degree and in what respect the 
indeterminacy postulated can be said to be compensated for by the redundancy inherent in 
complex systems. Within the analogy of biologicallheory and recent thermodynamics it 
would seem to be ~errors" not compensated for by redundancy that prove to be crucial for 
the self-organizing evolution of a system. 

18. I have borrowed the notion "essentially contested" from Gallie (1955-1956) who 
used it to characterize certain concepts in the social sciences. 

19. Notice that a similar phenomenon of transformation occurs during production of 
knowledge. Consider Camp bell's (1979: 184) notion of knowledge as a "compromise of 
vehicular characteristics" (derived from the carriers of knowledge) "and referent 
attributes" (derived from the physical referent of a knowledge claim) and my own 
argument as to the "decision-impregnated" character of knowledge production (Knorr
Cetina, 1981a: Ch.!). 

20. The expression "sociologically ad hoc" is taken from Pickering (1980: 121,129). 
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